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By Fabien VEHLMANN. Illustrated by Bruno Gazzotti

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, Canterbury, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1st English
Edition. 48pp Suitable for: 10+ years. [In stock in Australia NOW, for immediate delivery! Who could
be marking out a territory across town with cairns? The five children, now accompanied by several
dissidents from the Clan of the Shark, have returned to Campton, where Ivan found some clues
about the night of the Vanishing. One evening, as they are discussing the organisation of their new
camp, the Master of Knives comes to ask for their help . and collapses, gravely injured. Searching
the city for what attacked him, the children are stunned to discover huge piles of objects covered in
red paint . Key Points: *A story that works on two levels: the tale of the children's adventures will
have younger readers thoroughly entertained, while the oppressive atmosphere and fascinating
mystery will captivate older readers *An expressive, refined style with a very energetic layout. *By
the author of Green Manor. *The series has obtained the 9-12 Youth Prize at the prestigious
Angoulême Festival twice [in 2007 and 2010], along with two Top Awards from Le journal de Mickey.
Fabien Vehlmann proved his mettle for Spirou Magazine with...
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ReviewsReviews

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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